August 28, 2019

Approval of Minutes -
- Motion to Approve seconded
- Skipped DAC report due to not put together yet
- Discussion on Professional Dress code
  - Make the communication gender neutral and looked at other examples across the building
  - Change of language from negative to more inclusive
  - “Hemlines” line might prove to be controversial, tough to measure (fingertips), but more the spirit of it
  - Asked teachers to teach to students and allow for 2 week grace period
    - No punitive consequences but rather a call home, cover up
    - If habitual take a different approach
    - Request for feedback from community
    - Initial Thoughts - discussion on outliers, parent support, how to manage
      - How is it different from the district policy?
        - In line with district policy, but has “no’s”; MRMS may be more conservative
        - Lead to campus pride work on soft skills
- Budget update in September due to more clarity on carryover
  - Question in the Spring due to staffing
  - Technology needs
    - Projector setup needs to be addressed - long term
  - Question on cost per pupil - will be answered next meeting
  - Question on how to fund needs - money from READ act
- Dates for SAC Meetings
  - Make sure meetings fall on the third Wednesday of the month (DAC meetings are held on second Tuesday)
  - DAC Forum October and February
    - September 18 (same day as student-led conferences)
    - October
    - November
- Officers
  - Chair
    - Kelly Pointer
  - Vice Chair
    - Troy McGill
- Recorder
  - Jennifer Giles (ensure there is a chromebook/laptop available)
- DAC Liaison
  - Sharon Kolleth, but rotate month by month
  - Sign Up Genius to rotate the rest of the DAC meetings

**Questions/Comments**
- Tech Grant? Received and will provide a report on expenditures at next meeting
- SAC Training - Thursday 9/12 @ MVHS; 9/25 @ CVHS 6-7:30
- State law - subject to CORA (Colorado Open Records Act in relation to SAC items)
- Give official notice of SAC meetings 48 hrs in advance
- Best practice; “SAC” in email to parse out
- If there needs to be a vote, needs to be on agenda before the meeting
- Board of County Commissioners grant - $10mil; DCSD will apply for all neighborhood schools on their behalf